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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

ISE Reaches Standard Partner Status
in AWS Partner Network
CORALVILLE, IA (February 2, 2017) -- Innovative
Software Engineering (ISE) has recently been
recognized as a Standard Consulting Partner in the
Amazon W eb Services (AW S) Partner Network (APN).
APN Consulting Partners are professional services firms
that help customers of all sizes design, architect, build,
migrate and manage their workloads and applications on
AW S.
ISE has demonstrated a commitment to, and expertise in, the AW S platform through a combination
of customer references, staff certifications, and training programs earning the Standard Partner
designation. ISE and its clients will benefit from access to additional AW S support and training
resources. As an APN Standard Consulting Partner, ISE will begin pursuing an AW S Competency,
providing additional expertise and value to its client base .
“ISE has been doing development on the AW S platform for many years , and has successfully helped
enterprise level customers migrate extensive workloads from on-premises infrastructures to the
AW S cloud. W e are delighted to join the AW S Partner Network and further our commitment t o this
outstanding platform.” Tami Pierson, ISE Sale Executive.
For more information on AW S Consulting Partners, visit
https://aws.amazon.com/partners/consulting/, or contact Scott Berry at scottberry@iseinc.biz or
319.545.3453.
About Innovative Software Engineering
Innovative Software Engineering (ISE) is a leading engineering and systems integration firm that
delivers innovative, end-to-end mobile and enterprise solutions. ISE’s business includes three inter related divisions:
•

Professional Services offers clients a complete spectrum of software engineering services ,
including IoT / Telematics, Big Data, Cloud, Mobile App Development, and Agile Consulting.

•

Innovation Services provides the capability to achieve and sustain short and long -term
growth throughout the entire organization. This approach allows ISE to remain focused on

enhancing the customer’s experience as they look for technology solutions.
•

Fleet Services leverages decades of transportation technology expertise to offer a
configurable end-to-end solution to manage drivers’ hours-of-service and vehicle
maintenance compliance, which results in a safer, more profitable operation.
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